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Foreword 
Our pre-occupation with the present day rat-race burns us out 
even before we reach forty years of age. The speed with which 
we live does not allow us to cope up with the quality of life we 
expect from the modern age life style. It is the greatest surprise, 
that we claim to be scientific in our outlook and achieve great 
advancements in science and technology and yet we hardly have 
any scientific approach to our life. Life is an expression of the 
infinite, divine bliss through the limitations of the instruments 
such as body, senses, organs of action, mind etc..
A natural objection to this statement would be - If life is an 
expression of infinite bliss, how come we have finite blisters all 
over our personality in and through our life?! Therefore, either 
the statement made is wrong or we do not know the science 
behind life which will allow us to express the divine bliss, the 
source of life.
Science is not a property of one particular scientist to whom all 
the discoveries of science can be attributed to. In fact, science 
reveals the principles in nature and a number of scientists have 
contributed their might in the development of science. This is 
the discovery of scientists of life of the yore, technically called 
as the Rishis. Their experiments, experimental material and the 
researchers were none other than their own enquiry about this 
great, grand, divine bliss and the search for the reasons that 
can be attributed to the seeming contradictions of life. This 
forms the bulk of the ancient Indian wisdom contained in the 
books of knowledge and wisdom called as Vedas. This Vedic 
knowledge was required to be reinterpreted for the crisis of life 
that Arjuna faced on the battlefield of life. 
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In fact, he was never afraid of wars for that was his specialisation 
in life. Yet, at the deciding moment of his life, he failed to face 
the challenge that life presented to him. The net result was, the 
‘challenge’ was mis-spelt by him as ‘problem’.  In fact, life is a 
series of challenges to be faced to learn from every event in life 
and grow wise. Instead when we do not learn from our own 
life experiences and consider life as a series of problems, we get 
tired in life and as a result, simply grow old and otherwise. This 
is the story of majority of Arjuns in this world. 
Bhagawan Shri Krishna through His unparallel, inimitable, 
delightful exposition brings about a quality change in the 
attitude of Arjuna to face the challenge of life at a particular 
juncture in the period of history. This book of history called 
Mahabharata contains this “Scientific Art Of Living” wherein 
we are educated to live in the same world where we are placed 
by the Lord and face the challenges of life with a smile on the 
face and courage in the heart. 
The following pages are a compilation of talks delivered 
at Prempuri Ashram, Mumbai, under the auspices of Geeta 
Chitanmala. In all, there were hundred and thirty-six talks 
delivered on as many number of topics to bring out the scientific 
approach to life in the language of modern science easily 
acceptable to the modern scientific man. We have appended 
the original text of this chapter along with transliteration with 
diacritical marks which will be convenient for those who are 
not familiar with Sanskrit language.
It is hoped that this publication may inspire many people to 
live life scientifically and express bliss in and through all the 
activities of life. 
Be Happy Scientifically!!

Swami Anubhavananda
Sept.19, 2012 

[Ganesh Chaturthi]
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The Holistic Approach 

Scientific approach is the holistic approach to a problem. 
Whenever we consider anything in parts and have an 
observation on the whole issue in a partial manner, we 

cannot draw valid conclusions. Therefore, it is necessary that we 
include everything possible in our field of enquiry. What is that to 
be included in the field of enquiry? There are three things to be fully 
known. After these three things are completely known, then alone 
we can arrive at some conclusions. Then these conclusions will 
be valid conclusions. For example, if we want to know the health 
profile of a person and we take only the physical appearance - only 
physical appearance will not give us the health profile! If we take 
the blood pressure and not look into the other aspects, it will be 
incomplete information. In the same manner, when we talk about 
life, we have to take into account these three factors. First - who is 
living the life, second - where he is living, and the third - who is the 
governor of the game of life?

We can compare this with a cricket game. In cricket there are three 
factors involved - the batting team, the fielding team and third- the 
umpires. In the same manner, life means, ‘Everyday International’ – 
not a One Day International. In this game of life, the individual soul 
or the ‘jiva’ team is batting and the world team is bowling. Have you 
ever heard that the bowler is ‘out’? It is the batsman, who is ‘out’. 
The world never suffers! On the contrary, the world enjoys! 

DISCOURSE  1
The Holistic Approach
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The Scientific Art of Living

I was in Rajasthan, on my way to Pilani. Somewhere we halted 
for a cup of tea. The Rajasthani - Marvari language appears and 
sounds very rude. We asked a teashop owner in the countryside to 
prepare tea for us. I told him, bhai (dear brother) your tea wasn’t 
quite interesting. He said, Swamiji, you have to enjoy the tea; it 
doesn’t come on its own! The whole principle of life is revealed! In 
this game of life, the jiva -the individual soul is batting; the world 
is constantly bowling, and the third factor called God is the umpire. 
When a bowler bowls well, the umpire is like a stone, unmoved! But 
when the bowler bowls a wide or a no ball, the umpire intervenes. 
When the bowler is appealing to the umpire, he is just steady. When 
there is a good ball, he will not say anything, but if there is a mistake, 
the umpire will immediately tell whether it is a ‘Wide ball’ or ‘No 
ball’. This is how the game of life is played. In this, what can the 
batsman do? He can only be ready to face every ball that comes to 
him. He cannot complain, ‘I don’t like this bowler; I like only those 
bowlers where I can hit sixers!  Any bowler will come and bowl 
anyway he likes! 

In the same manner, any kind of event or situation may come in 
our life; we have to be prepared for that. And when we do that, we 
have to follow the rules of the game. We cannot say - the stump has 
fallen by mistake, like we do when we practise. We take the bat and 
hit the stumps to fix it properly - if you do that during the actual 
match, you will be out! If you say, ‘I was just helping! (Sarva bhoota 
hite rataah!)’ “But who asked you to help!” 

You have to follow the rules of the game perfectly well if you 
have to play the game of life. In the 13th chapter of Gita that we 
have studied, we have been told about - Who is God?  Who is this 
umpire? What is his nature? Everything was explained to us in an 
exhaustive manner. It was also told - Which is the play ground and 
where the game of life is played? What is the world? 

Mahaabhootaanyahankaaro  buddhiravyaktameva ca
Indriyaani dashai kam ca panca cendriyagocaraah (13.5)
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The Holistic Approach 

Icchaa dveshah sukham duhkham sanghaatascetanaa dhrutih
Etatkshetram samaasena savikaaramudaahrtam (13.6)

This eightfold matter along with additional sixteen modifications 
constitutes the field and this is the world; this is the jagat. In this 
jagat, the individual has to play the game of life. There the teacher 
said- the One who is expressing through the matter as the world is 
God and the One who is expressing through the individual is the 
‘soul’ or the jiva. The world and the jiva are the same Paramatma. 
This is the example: Consciousness expressing through this point 
(me) as a speaker is the same Consciousness expressing through so 
many points (you all) as ‘probably’ listeners (I don’t know whether 
you are listening or not!). Similarly, electrical energy is common; it 
is not different in the different expressions of electricity. In the same 
manner,

Kshetrajnam caapi maam viddhi sarvakshetreshu bhaarata
Kshetrakshetrajnayorjnaanam yattajjnaanam matam mama (13.2) 

Bhagavan said, ‘O Arjuna, recognise ‘Me’ as the only singular 
factor expressing through all things and beings. Do not get lost into 
this in-between state called as the jiva or the soul, and understand 
that the soul is essentially Divine and the one who is suffering, 
enjoying, demanding, taking birth, dying again and again- it is only 
a Virtual Reality, it is not the Actual Reality. 

What is Actual Reality and what is Virtual Reality? If you consider 
electrical energy, it is the Actual reality but we cannot see it; we can 
see only light. When we cannot see electrical energy, how can we 
call it Actual energy? What is electrical energy like? To find that out, 
do this experiment. Put two of your fingers into a live socket and get 
realization! After you get realized, then tell us what electrical energy 
is like. What is the color and form of this energy? What is its taste 
and smell? What is its touch? In this manner, try to find out, you will 
see - all your faculties will fail. But the same electricity when it is 
expressing as light, it is comprehended by the eyes. 
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The Scientific Art of Living

So what is Actual Reality and Virtual Reality? Virtual reality is that 
which is comprehended through the medium of senses and the mind. 
Actual reality is that which is beyond the scope of comprehension of 
the senses and the mind. To recognize this Actual reality in the 13th 
chapter, Bhagavan has given us 20-point formula. 

Amaanitvamadambhitvamahimsaa kshaantiraarjavam
Aacaaryopaasanam shaucam sthairyamaatmavinigrahah (13.7)

One has to go through spiritual practice. Spiritual practice is, 
developing the ability and inspiration to get out of the relativity and 
get established in the Absolute. This practice is called as ‘Spiritual 
practice.’ When this is done supposedly by a student; then he is 
revealed the Truth.

Jneyam yattatpravakshyaami yajjnaatvaamrtamashnute
Anaadimatparam brahma na sattannaasaducyate (13.12)

Now I shall tell you because now you are qualified; unqualified 
students will fail. By the backdoor entry you can get admission in 
a college, but understanding of the subject will not happen on the 
basis of reservation. Long time back, I had a lecture at IIT Powai. 
After my lecture, one boy came to talk to me. He said, ‘Swamiji, I 
am being separated out by the remaining students, I feel very low in 
self-esteem. I don’t have the inspiration to study and excel. I feel so 
depressed and at times, I want to commit suicide.’ 

For no reason I casually asked him, “Have you come to this college 
through open competition or through reservation quota system?”

He said, “Yes Swamiji, I was admitted through reservation quota.” 

I told him, “Through reservation quota, you can get a Kota stone. 
But Kota stone is good for the flooring not for the ceiling!” 

Unless we are qualified, the Truth will not be revealed. Married 
people have a funny notion. Whenever they come, they have only 
one trump card against me. When I say enjoy life, it is a celebration. 
They say, ‘You get married and show us how to be happy!’ What 
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The Holistic Approach 

do they mean? That to be married is a license to be miserable? So 
continue! There is no reservation policy on the path of spiritual 
evolution. You have to work for it. In the 14th chapter, Bhagavan 
Shri Krishna will take up this issue by asking a question, “Who are 
you?” Complaining that the pitch was bad, my usual bat was not 
with me, actually there was mist on the pitch, therefore I could not 
bat properly doesn’t help - don’t complain! Know yourself.  

So the 13th chapter gave us a clear picture about the Actual reality. 
The teacher might have given us, but have we accepted? The teacher 
remains the same but the students are so many and some understand 
according to their convenience. Once there was an episode of 
Mahabharata going on in the television. Dushasana brings Draupadi 
to the court by pulling her hair, and then tries to strip her of her saree 
(clothes). All the elderly persons like Bheeshmacharya, Dronacharya 
and the Pandavas were sitting with their faces hanging down. This 
scene, the whole family was watching. When that episode was over, 
I said, you all have seen the episode, tell me what you like in this. A 
teenage girl watching this said, Swamiji, Draupadi’s hair is so good! 
Ram Ram Ram! What was the scene going on? But her attention was 
on Draupadi’s hair! Then she said- if Draupadi had not had long 
hair, there would have been no problem! 

So what the teacher is teaching and what the scriptures are 
declaring are not taken into account. We want to listen and 
understand according to our own convenience. This is how our 
biasness destroys our attention and we get lost into non-essentials. 
Therefore, now the 14th chapter brings to our cognition, “Find out 
what is your actual state?  Are you the suffering jiva or are you the 
One who is illuminating the sufferings?” Now we will go deeper in 
this. 

There are three standpoints from where we begin our spiritual life 
scientifically. Unscientific life has no rules and regulations. You can 
do anything, decorate your body and put on any make up.  
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• So if we take ourselves to be the body; what should be the 
scientific approach to life?  

• The second step is, when we take ourselves to be the jiva or 
the soul, then what should be the approach to life? And,

• The third step is - When I take myself to be the Absolute Reality 
as declared by the scriptures. (Although I have no experience, 
but it is the hypothesis on which I work). 

- So the first hypothesis is -‘I am the body’. ‘I am body’ notion- is 
accepted not with logic, not with reason, but under the influence 
of the height of foolishness. But we have accepted. So on this 
hypothesis, that I am the body, we start our spiritual practice. This is 
one set of scientific lifestyle. 

- The second set is - when I consider myself to be the jiva, the 
embodied self residing in this body, who lived before this body was 
born, who is living in this body making everybody miserable, and 
when they get tired of us, they throw us out and we go into another 
body. This soul going from one body to another body - that I am! 
When I take this hypothesis, then what is my scientific approach to 
life? 

- The third one, when I take up this hypothesis, ekamevadvitiya 
nehananasti kincana - that there is but One Absolute Reality 
(Absolute is never more than one), then what is my approach to 
life? [There was one organization where I was introduced. ‘This is 
the name of our organization,’ they said.  (I will not tell you, don’t 
worry). Then they defined, ‘We have four principles. They are: 
Principle 1- Absolute purity, Principle 2- Absolute honesty, Principle 
3- Absolute unselfishness, Principle 4- Absolute love. On the basis 
of these four Principles, our organization is functioning!’ Later, they 
asked if I had any questions. I said, “I have no questions about your 
organization, but I have a question about Grammar. My question is, 
‘Absolute’ is only one and you have got four absolutes - One Absolute 
in relation to another Absolute!”] So when we take this view of life, 
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